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Axial and radial temperature gradients in the laser-heated diamond-anvil cell are examined using
finite element simulations. Calculations are carried out for an optically thin silicate or oxide sample
separated from the diamonds by an insulation medium and heated by a TEM00 mode from an
infrared laser. The peak temperature of the simulations was chosen to be a representative value
共2200 K兲 and sample dimensions are typical for experiments in the 20– 50-GPa range. The distance
between the anvils is 30 m. The total temperature drop across the sample in the axial direction is
controlled by two parameters: the filling fraction 共thickness of sample/distance between anvils兲 and
the ratio of thermal conductivity between the sample and insulator 共kS / kI兲. The results of the
numerical calculations agree well with a one-dimensional numerical model. For a sample filling
fraction of 0.5, the axial temperature drop will range from about 1000 K 共⬎45% 兲 for a thermal
conductivity ratio of 1 to about 200 K 共⬍10% 兲 for a conductivity ratio of 10. If the conductivity
ratio between sample and insulator is reduced to 1, then a sample filling fraction of less than 0.1 is
required to keep the axial temperature decrease to be less than 10%. The effects of asymmetric
samples and variations in absorption length are also examined. For a given gasket thickness and
conductivity ratio, we find that radial gradients are minimal at a filling fraction of about 50% and
then increase at higher and lower filling ratios. The anvil surface remains close to room temperature
in all calculations. Our results demonstrate that reduction of axial temperature variations in
optically thin laser-heated samples requires the use of thick, low thermal conductivity insulation
media. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1906292兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The laser-heated diamond-anvil cell 共LHDAC兲 has been
a major tool for studying the static high-pressure and hightemperature properties of materials since its introduction in
1974.1 An important feature of this device is that it can reach
conditions exceeding even 100 GPa and 2500 K and thus is
the only static device capable of investigating deep planetary
interiors. In recent years, the LHDAC has been used to determine phase boundaries in silicates,2–4 melting curves of
metals and silicates,5–9 melt structures at high P-T,10 phase
changes at ultrahigh pressure,11–14 element partitioning,15 and
high-temperature equations of state.16,17 In addition to these
in situ experiments, laser heating is also widely used for
high-pressure sample synthesis and relaxation of differential
stress.
In the laser-heating technique, the sample is heated by an
infrared laser while under compression in a diamond-anvil
cell 共DAC兲. Temperatures are measured by spectroradiometry.18–21 The sample in a diamond-anvil cell is small,
with typical dimensions of ⬃10⫻ 50 m2. The small sample
size together with the close proximity of the heat-absorbing
diamond anvils means that strong axial and radial temperature gradients can develop in this device. These variations
can create large uncertainty in measured temperatures.
The numerical calculations to simulate the temperature
a兲
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profile in LHDAC addressed the steady-state heat-flow problem under the assumption of constant thermal conductivity
of all components and no insulating medium.22 This work
established that large temperature gradients are expected and
made quantitative estimates of their magnitude. Such calculations show that heat flow is controlled radially by the shape
and the dimension of the laser beam and axially by heat loss
to the diamonds. A series of later studies further developed
these results using semianalytical solutions to the heat-flow
equation.23–25 Finite element26 and finite difference27 simulations have also been used to investigate the temperature distribution, thermal pressure, equilibration time scales, and
quench rates in the LHDAC.
In recent years, a number of experimental developments
in laser-heating methods and accompanying analytical techniques have been adopted. For the sample assemblage, this
includes the widespread use of insulation layers between the
sample and diamonds28 together with efforts to achieve
thicker samples29 and the double-sided hot-plate technique.30
Improved heating techniques include the introduction of new
laser types,31 temperature control systems,28,32,33 doublesided heating, and non-Gaussian laser modes.33 Laserheating systems have now been developed at synchrotron
x-ray facilities for in situ high P-T diffraction and spectroscopy experiments.33–37 A more recent series of semianalytical
heat-flow calculations have examined some effects of
changes in sample configuration on temperature gradients
and the resulting x-ray diffraction patterns.38–40
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In this paper, we examine the thermal structure of the
laser-heated diamond-anvil cell by using finite element 共FE兲
simulations. Previous FE simulations26 have shown the usefulness of this technique but have examined only a narrow
range of parameters. Here we expand this to include systematic study of the effect of variations in insulator thickness
and thermal conductivity of sample and insulator. Numerical
simulations are well suited to cope with the growing complexity of laser-heating experiments. More complex sample
geometries can be readily incorporated in simulations, and
pressure and temperature effects on material properties can
be included, thereby reducing the number of approximations.
Time-dependent calculations could also be carried out to
gain insights into thermal evolution during laser-heated
diamond-anvil cell experiments.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Solutions to the heat-flow equation were obtained using
the finite element software FLEX-PDE 共3.03, PDE Solutions,
Inc.兲. This program solves three-dimensional time-dependent
partial differential equations including nonlinear and coupled
systems. A particular feature of this software is automatic
grid adjustment during program execution in order to resolve
large gradients. We assume cylindrical symmetry of the diamond cell assembly and planar material boundaries perpendicular to the DAC axis. We neglect the effect of radiative
heat transfer as this has been shown to be several orders of
magnitude less efficient than diffusive heat transfer at peak
temperatures of 2200 K.18,25 We also neglect thermal equilibration times which are expected to be on the order of the
thermal diffusion time scale, tens of milliseconds for typical
sample sizes in LHDAC experiments.27 This time scale is
several orders of magnitude lower than the experimental
time scale. Thus it is the long time 共steady-state兲 solution of
the heat equation that is relevant for the thermal structure in
LHDAC experiments. The problem then reduces to the
steady-state heat equation in cylindrical geometry
1 
T 
T
k共T兲r + k共T兲 = A共r,z兲,
r z
r r
z

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of showing a 共r , z兲 slice through the simulation domain. The shaded region represents the radius of the laser beam.
Typical dimensions and material parameters are specified in Table I.

portion of the diamond and the gasket lead to negligible
effects on the calculated thermal structure 共less than 1 K兲.
All calculations were performed for optically thin
samples and the optical absorption length was fixed at
200 m, following Dewaele et al.26 This approximation is
justified by the measured optical absorption length 共l兲 of dielectrics that is found to be in the range of
100– 104 m,22,41,42 usually much larger than the sample
thickness 共hS兲. Therefore, the power density of the heating
laser beam depends only on the radial distance from the
DAC axis and is uniform along the axis of the sample. In this
case, the volumetric heating rate of the laser that describes
the source term in the heat equation 关Eq. 共1兲兴 can be described as A共r , z兲 = hSQ共r兲 / l. Q共r兲 is the integrated power
density of the laser, l is the optical absorption length, and hS
is the sample thickness. The power densities of the heating
laser were modeled as TEM00 共gaussian兲 or TEM01 共donut兲
laser modes with radial power densities:38
Q共r,z兲 = Q0e−r

共1兲

where r, z, T, and k共T兲 are the radial coordinate, vertical
coordinate, temperature, and thermal conductivity, respectively, and A共r , z兲 is the volumetric heating term that describes the interaction of the heating laser with the sample.
Across all internal material boundaries the temperature and
heat flow are assumed to be continuous. In addition, the temperature on the outermost limits of the simulation domain
were set to ambient temperature.
The experimental geometry and computational grid are
shown in Fig. 1 and material dimensions and properties are
given in Table I. The heat-flow equation is solved for fixed
volume. Depending on the detailed material parameters and
DAC geometry, up to 3000 nodes were used in the simulations. A sufficient portion of the diamond anvils 共85 m兲
was included in the simulation domain in order to satisfy the
room-temperature boundary condition along the outer
boundary. We find that doubling the size of the included

2/R2

Q共r,z兲 = Q0r2e−r

共2兲

,

2/R2

共3兲

.

For the TEM00 mode, R, the waist width of the laser beam is
related to the full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲 as
FWHM= 0.833⫻ R. For TEM01, R, is the separation of the
maxima of the power density. The prefactor Q0 is determined
共iteratively兲 such that the maximum temperature in each
TABLE I. Typical model dimensions and input parameters.

Component

Material

Radius
共m兲

Sample
Insulator
Gasket
Anvil

Silicate/oxide
Argon, Al2O3
Steel
Diamond

30
艋50
50艋 R 艋 150
150

a

Thickness
共m兲

Thermal
conductivitya
共W/m K兲

3–30
0–27
30
85

2–20
0.8–2; 45
20
500

Thermal conductivities at 300 K 共for explantion see text兲.
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simulation is 2200 K. The FWHM 共20 m兲 for the TEM00
mode was adopted from Dewaele et al.26 It is also assumed
that the insulation medium is completely transparent to the
laser beam.
A significant advantage of this finite element approach is
that the temperature dependence of material parameters can
be readily incorporated. The temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity, k, is explicitly included here. In general, we have assumed that k共T兲 = k共298兲298/ T. The effect of
different models for the temperature dependence of thermal
conductivity is discussed below. We also neglect any anisotropy in thermal conductivity.
The anvil gap or gasket thickness was taken to be
30 m. This is typical for laser-heating experiments at
20– 50 GPa, a range of relevance for the Earth mantle phase
boundary determination. The gasket hole diameter was assumed to be 100 m, also typical for laser-heating experiments, but varying this parameter does not greatly affect the
calculations. The varied parameters include the ratio of
sample thickness 共hS兲 to gasket thickness 共hG兲 共“filling fraction”兲 and the ratio of thermal conductivity of the sample to
insulator. The latter was varied over the ranges given in
Table I.
Our results below will demonstrate the importance of
thermal conductivities of sample and insulator for determining thermal gradients in the diamond cell. Here we summarize the constraints on pressure and temperature dependence
of k that are used to justify the ranges we have adopted for
these quantities at the P-T range of interest. At ambient conditions, thermal conductivities generally range between
1 – 10 W / m K for typical silicates and oxides, with some exceptions such as Al2O3 共18– 39 W / m K, Refs. 43–45兲 and
MgO 共33– 55 W / m K, Refs. 43–46兲. These two exceptions
are notable since both materials have sometimes been used
as insulators in LHDAC experiments.47,48 At ambient temperature, the thermal conductivity was extrapolated to
30 GPa using a linearized equation of state k共P , 300 K兲
where
k共P , 300 K兲,
= k共0 GPa, 300 K兲关1 + 共K0⬘ / K0兲P兴,
k共0 GPa, 300 K兲, K0⬘, K0, P are the thermal conductivity at
pressure, thermal conductivity at ambient conditions, the
zero pressure bulk modulus, its pressure derivative, and the
pressure of interest, respectively.43 The thermal conductivity
of most oxides and silicates is in the range of 1 – 10 W / m K
at ambient conditions.43,44 Using the linearized equation of
state we estimate that the thermal conductivity increases by
100%–200% for most oxides and silicates between 0 and
30 GPa. This suggests that their thermal conductivities at
30 GPa and room temperature may be in the range of
2 – 20 W / m K and we chose 8 W / m K as a representative
value for the sample. Applying the same strategy to Al2O3
leads to 27– 59 W / m K at 30 GPa and 300 K and we chose
45 W / m K as representative of a high thermal conductivity
layer. For solid argon, experimental data up to only 100 K
are available.49,50 Assuming that the thermal conductivity 共at
constant pressure兲 between 10 and 100 K can be extrapolated to 300 K using k ⬃ 1 / T1.5 共Refs. 49–51兲 leads to a thermal conductivity of 0.015– 0.027 W / m K at ambient conditions. The effect of compressions is estimated using the
equation of state at ambient temperature, K0 = 3.03 GPa and
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K⬘0 = 7.24.52 In contrast with oxides and silicates, the predicted thermal conductivity enhancement between 0 and
30 GPa is much higher due to the larger compressibility of
argon. We obtain a factor of 70, leading to values of k
= 0.8– 2 W / m K at 30 GPa and 300 K. A very recent theoretical study53 shows that the thermal conductivity of argon
at ambient temperature may be as high as 18 W / m K at
30 GPa. Thus the thermal conductivity of argon may approach or even exceed the thermal conductivity of the
sample.
The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
of the sample, the insulating medium, and the sample support
共if present兲 was modeled as k = k共300 K兲300/ T, appropriate
for our simulations at constant volume.54 While a variety of
different forms for the pressure and temperature dependence
of the thermal conductivity could be chosen, our results do
not strongly depend on the particular model. At a given pressure, it is the ratio of sample to insulator thermal conductivity that will turn out to be the important parameter. Thus, the
form of the temperature dependence of the conductivity is
not a major factor if both sample and insulator have similiar
temperature dependencies.
The high thermal conductivity of the diamonds and the
gasket leads to comparatively low temperatures at their interfaces with the insulating medium. Therefore we chose the
measured thermal conductivity of diamond at ambient
conditions,55 k = 500 W / m K and neglect any pressure effect.
This assumption is justified a posteriori from the modeling
results. For the gasket we chose k = 20 W / m K and neglected
the temperature dependence for the same reason. While the
physical properties of metals are variable, it is expected that
the choice of the thermal conductivity of the gasket will not
affect our results. The large separation of the gasket from the
hotspot 共50 m兲 and the temperature across the insulator
lead to comparatively low gasket temperatures. Therefore,
the thermal conductivity of that gasket will be close to its
value at ambient temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows an example of a calculated temperature
distribution in the laser-heated diamond cell. The laser beam
profile was Gaussian with a FWHM of 20 m. The sample
geometry is the same as described previously except that the
insulation medium below the sample is Al2O3 whereas that
above and on the side of the sample is argon. In this simulation, the sample thickness 共15 m兲 is one-half of the gasket thickness 共30 m兲, corresponding to the 7.5-m-thick
insulation layers on each side. The sample/argon and
sample/ Al2O3 thermal conductivity ratios are 10 and 0.18,
respectively. Despite identical insulation thicknesses, the
axial thermal gradients on the top and bottom of the sample
differ greatly due to the much higher thermal conductivity of
the Al2O3 insulation layer. The axial temperature drop within
the sample is 70 K on the argon side but reaches 1700 K on
the Al2O3 side. However, the presence of the Al2O3 support
affects temperatures throughout the sample as shown by the
asymmetry of the radial and axial temperature contours 共Fig.
2兲. Laser-heated samples are often probed using x-ray dif-
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FIG. 2. 共Color兲 The thermal structure calculated for 50% sample filling 关f
= 0.5, see also Eq. 共5兲兴 when the sample rests on an Al2O3 support 共below兲
with argon as an insulator above and on the side. The heating mode was a
TEM00 with FWHM= 10 m. The sample consisted of an optically thin
dielectric with a diameter of 60 m, the gasket height was 30 m, and the
sample thickness was 15 m.

fraction at synchrotron sources. The incident x-ray beam is
typically about 10 m in diameter and integrates along the
sample thickness. In order to compare our results more directly with experiment, we calculated the average temperature in a cylinder of diameter 10 m that is aligned with the
DAC axis 共and the laser beam兲 and extends through the
length of the sample:
T̄ = 1/V

冕

T共r,z兲dV,

共4兲

V

where T̄ is the volumetrically averaged temperature, V is the
x-ray volume of the cylinder, and T共r , z兲 is the temperature
field obtained from the FE calculations. T̄ corresponds to the
average temperature in the regions sampled by a typical
x-ray beam. For the above calculation, we find T̄ = 1480 K,
⬇33% lower than the 2200-K peak temperature in the calculation. These results highlight the importance of a low
thermal conductivity of the insulation medium for minimizing axial temperature gradients. Furthermore this shows that
significant differences may exist between the average temperature as sampled by x-rays compared with the radiometrically determined peak temperature.
We also investigated the temperature increase that occurs
at the diamond/sample interface in simulations with and
without an insulation medium 共argon in this case兲 共Fig. 3兲.
For a sample without any insulation, the anvil temperature
increases slightly 共to a maximum of 318 K兲 for a peak
sample temperature of 2200 K. We also find that this result is
unaffected by the heating mode of the laser. Using a TEM01
mode for heating results in almost the same temperatures
共Fig. 3兲.
The filling ratio is defined as the ratio of sample thickness to gasket thickness:

FIG. 3. Temperature distribution across the diamond culet interface for homogeneous heating. The FWHM was 20 m for TEM00. The peak separation of the TEM01 heating mode was 20 m 关see also Eq. 共2兲兴. TEM00
mode: dashed line, 50% sample filling; Solid line, 100% sample filling.
TEM01 mode: dot-dashed line, 50% sample filling; Dotted line: 100%
sample filling. Inset: radial temperature distribution in the symmetry plane
of the DAC 共z = 0兲. The lines have the same meaning as in the main figure.

f = hS/hG ,

共5兲

and describes the fraction of the total thickness between the
anvils that is occupied by the sample. A filling fraction of f
= 1 means that there is no insulation layer whereas a filling
fraction of f 艋 0.5 means that the total thickness of the insulation material equals or exceeds the thickness of the sample.
For samples with appreciable amounts of insulation 共f
⬇ 0.5兲, the anvil surface temperature increases by only a few
degrees even directly above the central heating spot. These
results justify our assumption that heat flow in the diamonds
can be neglected.
In a previous numerical study using finite differences,27
it was found that high anvil surface temperatures of
500– 800 K resulted from laser heating with a Gaussian
beam of ⬃25-m waist and for gasket thicknesses between
15 and 45 m. This finding is at variance with earlier numerical calculations that have reported that the anvils remain
near room temperature.22 Our calculations support the latter
results, and the large temperatures of the earlier study27 may
be due to the low resolution of their numerical grid.
Axial and radial temperature gradients were calculated
as a function of sample filling fraction for a case where the
ratio of sample to insulator thermal conductivity at room
temperature was fixed at kS / kI = 10. As the filling fraction is
decreased, the total axial temperature decrease across the
sample is reduced 关Fig. 4共a兲兴. The axial temperature gradient
across the anvil gap for this symmetric assemblage always
decreases from the maximum in the middle of the sample to
near room temperature at the anvils. Thinner samples simply
result in more of this temperature drop being achieved in the
insulation layer.
We also find a nonmonotonic behavior of the curvature
of the temperature at the center of the cell 共z = 0兲: As the
sample thickness increases, initially a larger part of the
sample remains at higher temperature up to an optimum
thickness 共f ⬇ 0.5, for kS / kI = 10兲 and then the axial tempera-
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FIG. 4. The effect of sample filling ratio on the thermal structure in the LHDAC for a fixed thermal conductivity ratio, kS / kI = 10. The sample was
symmetrically centered in the diamond-anvil cell and had a diameter of 60 m, the gasket thickness was fixed at 30 m. The FWHM of the TEM00 heating
was 20 m. The labels next to the curves correspond to the filling fractions and to the actual sample thickness. 共a兲 Axial temperature distribution. Solid lines:
FE simulations; dotted lines: 1d analytical model. 共b兲 Radial temperature distribution in the equatorial plane of the DAC. The inset shows the effect on sample
filling on the FWHM. The radial edge is outside the graph at R = 30 m.

ture gradient increases again. This behavior can be rationalized by considering the radial 共QR兲 and the axial 共QZ兲 heat
flow out of the hotspot 共radius Rc兲 and out of the sample,
T共z兲 =
QR hS⌬TR/TR
=
,
QZ Rc⌬TZ/TZ

共6兲

where ⌬TR, ⌬TZ, TR, TZ are the radial temperature change
across the hotspot, the axial temperature change, the temperature on the radial edge of the hotspot, and the temperature at the sample/insulation boundary, respectively. The
modeling shows that the radial temperature variation ⌬TR / TR
changes only little with sample filling. In contrast ⌬TZ / TZ
increases monotonically with increasing sample filling.
Therefore, the optimum sample filling simply reflects the
relative importance of axial and radial heat flow.
Radial temperature gradients as a function of filling fraction are shown in Fig. 4共b兲. Here we observe similar behavior as with the axial gradients. For larger sample filling fractions 共f 艌 50%, for kS / kI = 10兲, the hotspot becomes narrower
for thicker samples. For a peak temperature of 2200 K we
find that the FWHM of the radial temperature profile between 50% and 90% sample filling decreases from
32.4 to 26.8 m, a decrease of ⬇17%.
To investigate this further, we developed a onedimensional analytical model. The basic components of the
model are continuity of temperature and heat flow across the
sample/insulation medium interface, that the temperature
drops to a reference temperature at the culet surface and that
the peak temperature is reached in the center of the sample.
The thermal conductivities in both sample and insulating medium were assumed to have the form kS = kS共298 K兲298/ T
and kI = kI共298 K兲298/ T, respectively. The coefficients
kS共298 K兲 and kI共298 K兲 include the pressure effect on thermal conductivity. With these parameters the solution to the
one-dimensional, steady-state heat-flow equation becomes

冦

T0 exp关4sY共z + hG/2兲/hS兴
for − hG/2 艋 z 艋 − hS/2,
Tmax exp兵− s关z/共hS/2兲兴2其
for − hS/2 艋 z 艋 hS/2,
T0 exp关− 4sY共z − hG/2兲/hS兴
for hS/2 艋 z 艋 hG/2.

冧

共7兲

with
s=

ln共Tmax/T0兲
,
1 + 2Y共1/f − 1兲

共8兲

where Y = kS共298 K兲 / kI共298 K兲 is the ratio the thermal conductivities of the sample and the insulator and f = hS / hG is
the sample filling ratio. Tmax, T0, hS, and hG are the peak
temperature, reference temperature on the culet, sample
thickness, and gasket thickness, respectively. In Fig. 5 the
results of the analytical model 共solid lines兲 are compared
with the FE simulations 共solid symbols兲. Figure 5 shows that
the axial temperature drop across the sample grows as the
filling fraction increases. For a small thermal conductivity
difference between the sample and the insulation, the temperature drop increases sublinearly with filling fraction
共filled squares in Fig. 5兲. For the case of a large thermal
conductivity contrast, the temperature drop increases only
slowly up to sample fillings of f ⬇ 0.75% and then increases
rapidly 共filled circles in Fig. 5兲. The differences between the
FE simulation and the one-dimensional 共1D兲 analytical
model at small sample fillings arise from the larger radial
temperature gradients in this case 关Fig. 5共b兲兴 but never exceed 80 K 关Figs. 4共a兲 and 5兴. The analytical model and FE
simulations show that the axial temperature drop across the
sample depends strongly on both the conductivity ratio and
the sample filling fraction. The axial temperature drop between the center of the sample and the sample/insulating
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FIG. 5. Comparison of axial and radial temperature variations from FE
simulations with the one-dimensional analytical model. The circles and
squares refer to FE simulations with thermal conductivity ratios 关Y
= kS共298 K兲 / kI共298 K兲兴 of Y = 10 and Y = 1.1, respectively. The heating mode
in the FE calculations was TEM00 with FWHM= 10 m. The filled symbols
correspond to the axial temperature decrease between the center and the
edge of the sample. The solid lines are the predictions from the onedimensional analytical model. The open symbols correspond to the volumetrically averaged temperature decrease in a cylinder with a 10-m diameter based on the FE results. This simulates the volume that would be
sampled by an x-ray beam. The dashed lines are guides to the eye.

medium interface can be calculated from the analytical
model:
⌬T = Tmax关1 − exp共− s兲兴.

共9兲

A notable feature of Eq. 共9兲 is that the predicted axial temperature drop depends only on the sample filling ratio 共f
and
thermal
conductivity
ratio
关Y
= h S / h G兲
= kS共298 K兲 / kI共298 K兲兴. Accordingly, the axial gradient
should remain largely unaffected by changing kS while keeping the thermal conductivity ratio and sample geometry
fixed. A contour plot showing how the axial temperature decrease in the sample as a function of thermal conductivity
ratio and filling fraction is shown in Fig. 6 based on the
analytical model.
The predictions of the model are consistent with our FE
calculations. Fixing Y = 10 and f = 0.5 共50% sample filling兲
we obtain an axial temperature drop from the FE calculations
of 216 and 207 K for kS = 0.1 W / m K and kS = 100 W / m K,
respectively. These results compare very favorably with the
analytical prediction of 200 K 共Figs. 5 and 6兲. Increasing the
sample filling to 0.75 leads to axial temperature drops between 493 and 459 K, again in good agreement with ⌬T
= 505 K as obtained from the analytical model. The comparison of the one-dimensional analytical model and the results
from FE modeling shows good agreement up to sample fillings of at least 75% with differences increasing for higher
sample filling but they never exceed 3.6% 共80 K兲 of the peak
temperature 共2200 K兲. For low sample filling, the radial heat
flow is expected to be dominant 关Eq. 共6兲兴, an effect not considered in the analytical model. The differences at high
sample filling are primarily due to the boundary condition
that the temperature on the diamond culet is fixed at 298 K.

FIG. 6. 共Color兲 The axial temperature drop across the sample as predicted
by the one-dimensional analytical model, ⌬T = Tmax − T共z = ± hS / 2兲 and 关Eq.
共7兲兴 and as a function of the thermal conductivity ratio Y = kS / kI and the
filling ratio f = hS / hG and uniform heating with TEM00 mode. Tmax was fixed
at 2200 K.

This assumption breaks down at high sample filling, resulting in an interface temperature that is too low in the analytical model. The heating of the same interface also implies a
thermal gradient at the diamond interface that is not been
constrained in the analytical model. A closer inspection of
the thermal gradient shows that the differences across this
interface can account for the remaining temperature difference.
If the filling fraction is f = 0.5, the axial temperature drop
across the sample will range from about 1000 K for a thermal conductivity ratio of 1 to a value of 200 K for a conductivity ratio of 10. An axial temperature drop of ⬇10% can be
achieved with a sample filling fraction of 0.5 if Y ⬇ 10, but
requires a filling fraction of 0.1 if Y ⬇ 1. Thus, both the filling fraction and the thermal conductivity ratio are critical for
minimizing axial thermal gradients in the laser-heated DAC.
The analytical solution also reproduces the nonmonotonic behavior of the axial temperature profile at the center of
the sample as described above 共Fig. 4兲. The optimum sample
filling 共f opt兲 that minimizes temperature variations close to
the center of the sample is reached for f opt = Y / 共2Y − 1兲. For
kS Ⰷ kI共Y Ⰷ 1兲, it follows that the optimal sample filling is f
⬇ 0.5. As Y → 1 and differences between sample and insulation decrease, f opt shifts towards 1. For Y ⬍ 1 no optimum is
expected and the curvature is always minimized for f = 1. It
is noted that the predicted minimum curvature for intermediate sample filling in the presence of an insulating medium
has not been observed previously. Panero and Jeanloz 共Ref.
38兲 found a monotonous broadening of the radial temperature profile with sample filling using semianalytical model.
One possible explanation for the differences is that Y may be
less than 1 in their study, MgO has a very high thermal
conductivity of 55 W / m K even at ambient conditions 共Ref.
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43兲 and no reversal would be expected according to our
analysis. Therefore, the calculations may apply to different
regions in parameter space.
It can be shown that our analytical model reduces to the
solution given by Manga and Jeanloz 共Ref. 24兲 for a metallic
foil sandwiched between two dielectric layers in the limit
kS → ⬁ for finite kI. In this limit s → 0 and the sample becomes isothermal with TS = Tmax. In the dielectric layers we
have −4sY → −2 ln共Tmax / T0兲hS / 共hG − hS兲, with the identification of hG − hS = 2L, where L is the thickness of each dielectric layer, the solution in Ref. 24 is recovered.
The effect of reducing the sample absorption length to
values as low as l = 50 m was examined. For heating with a
TEM00 laser mode, the temperature distribution becomes
asymmetrical as expected due to variation in absorption
along the axial direction. However, temperature differences
between the top and the bottom of the sample remain small,
less than 100 K. A more detailed analysis shows that the
average
temperature
drop
⌬Tave = 共2Tmax − Ttop,sample
− Tbot,sample兲 / 2 tracks the temperature drop of the symmetrical case to within 4 K. Therefore, the analytical model remains valid even for short optical absorption length as long
as the average axial temperature drop is considered. This
finding can be rationalized by considering the functional
from of the absorption length: exp共−z / l兲 ⬇ 1 − z / l + O共共z / l兲2兲
which is antisymmetric with respect to the equatorial plane
of the DAC. The same conclusion is reached for the volumetrically averaged temperature. Reducing the absorption
length from l = 200 m to 50 m lowers the volumetrically
averaged temperature 共T̄兲 in a cylinder of diameter 10 m
from 2033 to 2021 K, by only 0.3%.
Experimentally it is difficult to realize a perfectly symmetrical arrangement of the sample with respect to the diamond culets in the axial direction, and some degree of axial
displacement is likely to occur. The FE simulations allow us
to calculate the effect of an axially displaced sample on the
temperature field. As expected, a perfectly symmetrical arrangement leads to the lowest temperature gradients. An increased axial sample shift leads to a more asymmetrical temperature field 共Fig. 7兲 and the total temperature drop
increases 共decreases兲 on the side of the sample where the
insulation is thinning 共thickening兲. However, as in the case of
the reduced absorption length, the effect is self-averaging. As
a result, the average temperature as sampled by a 10-m
diameter x-ray is only weakly affected by the exact axial
positioning of the sample. For example, changing the insulation thickness from 50% 共symmetric兲 to 10% on one side
共such that the sample is 1.5 m from one of the diamond
culets兲 while maintaining the total insulation thickness lowers the average temperature from 2000 to 1825 K. Therefore,
exact positioning of the sample in the center of DAC is of
secondary importance and will contribute strongly to the
axial temperature gradients only in the cases for which the
insulation is very thin 共⬍2 m兲.
The simulations reported here apply to optically thin
samples. This is most directly applicable to the case of CO2
laser heating of Fe-free oxides and silicates or Nd: Yttrium
aluminum garnet 共YAG兲 or Nd:YLF heating of Fe-bearing
silicates and oxides. Other laser-heating experiments use

FIG. 7. The effect of axial sample position on the temperature distribution
for 50% sample filling and homogeneous heating with the TEM00 laser
mode. The gasket thickness is fixed at 30 m Circles, 共squares兲 axial temperature decrease on the thinning 共thickening兲 insulation side. Diamonds:
volumetrically averaged sample temperature within a cylindrical volume of
a 10-m diameter. Dot-dashed line: temperature from the symmetrical onedimensional model. The solids lines are guides to the eye.

Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF layers to heat metallic samples or transparent samples that have been mixed with a laser absorbing
medium 共typically platinum兲. In the latter case, uniform absorption throughout the sample length may not apply. However, the amount of laser absorbing medium used in different
experiments is quite variable, and our simulations are likely
to remain relevant for many of these experiments which often use very small amounts of absorbing medium. In future
work, examination of a wider range of sample geometries
including those relevant to several different methods of
Nd:YAG heating will be reported.
The above discussion also highlights the importance of
the thermal conductivity ratio between the sample and the
insulator. However, high P-T values of thermal conductivities are generally poorly constrained despite the recent experimental and theoretical advances.51,56 At very high pressures, conductivity differences among silicates, oxides, and
rare gas solids may be greatly diminished, thereby increasing
axial temperature gradients. Better understanding of thermal
conductivity is needed to better constrain diamond cell temperature gradients.
IV. SUMMARY

Finite element simulations of the temperature field in the
laser-heated diamond cell have been used to determine the
parameters that control the axial and radial temperature gradients. We have performed simulations for a typical experimental geometry consisting of an optically thin sample separated from the diamond anvils by an insulation medium of
varying thickness and heated using the Gaussian 共TEM00兲
mode from an infrared laser. Simulations were carried out for
a peak sample temperature of 2200 K. Temperatures on the
diamond culet remain close to ambient temperature independent of the laser-heating mode and the sample filling.
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The axial temperature gradients in the laser-heated
diamond-anvil cell are primarily determined by two factors:
the sample filling fraction 共ratio of sample thickness to gasket thickness兲 and the ratio of thermal conductivities of
sample and insulator, kS / kI. The total axial temperature decrease across the sample from our simulations could be
closely approximated by a one-dimensional analytical model.
Deviations between our model and the FE calculations can
be attributed to the neglect of radial heat flow in the onedimensional model and the unconstrained heat flow across
the diamond culet interface.
For kS / kI = 10, the axial temperature drop along the DAC
axis is less than 10% when sample filling fractions are 0.5 or
less. If the sample filling fraction is 50% but the ratio of
thermal conductivies is instead unity, a large axial temperature difference of 1070 K 共50%兲 is found between the center
and the edges of the sample. This highlights the importance
of large conductivity ratio between the sample and the insulator. Averaged temperatures across an x-ray sampled volume
were calculated by integrating over a 10-m diameter area
through the sample.
The use of insulators with high thermal conductivities
such as MgO, Al2O3, or NaCl is unlikely to prevent the
development of substantial axial gradients when heating silicate samples. In contrast we find that the average temperature field in the sample is much less affected by the axial
positioning of the sample. Reducing the insulation thickness
to 10% on one side for 50% sample filling decreases the
average temperature sampled by a 10-m diameter x-ray
beam by only 10% as compared to optimal symmetrical
positioning.
Minimization of axial temperature gradients can also be
achieved for thin samples 共low filling ratio兲. For a sample
filling ratio of f = 0.2, an axial temperature drop of ⬇10%
can be achieved for a conductivity ratio, kS / kI as low as 3.
However, small filling ratios may conflict with experimental
requirements of thick samples to obtain sufficient x-ray diffraction intensity. On balance, experiments which aim to
minimize axial gradients when using optically thin samples
need to employ low conductivity insulation media, thin
samples and/or thick gaskets.
For a given gasket thickness and using kS / kI = 10, radial
temperature gradients obtained from a Gaussian laser input
initially decrease as sample filling fraction increases. The
radial gradient reaches a maximum value at around 50% filling, and then decrease at higher filling fractions. The total
variation of full width at half maximum of the radial temperature distribution is 25% for filling ratios between 10%
and 90%.
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